trophe—that Ellis may have forgotten that it was hearsay Emergence
rather than first-hand knowledge.	ofAMard
'A. E. wrote me two extraordinary letters1 about the book
1 One of the letters from A. E, to which Helen refers is so characteristic of A. E.'s rare nature that with her approval it is given here:
17 Ratkgar Avenue,
Dublin My dear Helen Waddell,
I have been reading all day your Peter Abelard, I began it with some terror for when I read the letters some thirty-five or forty years ago I was more moved by that love story than by any other, for I had in myself then an anguish of struggle between so rich and glowing a love and my longing for a spiritual life, and I read in the story of Heloise and Abelard much of my own life: and when I say I began it with some terror I mean I dreaded to have a resurrection of that old batde in my heart, But I read on because I am old and knew I could not feel as I once did. I think your tale is most moving and beautifully'imagined and told, and with many profundities and illuminations and intensities, as when Heloise tells Abelard:
'What we must not do is to pretend it is not a sin, and sprinkle it with holy water, and cover it up with holy words until it rots us,'
To speak like this is to speak out of a passionate wisdom which foresees the pit into which it is falling. We do foresee like that even when we go on as Heloise goes on in your tale to her destiny of love and agony. We do go on to our martyrdoms knowing all the while in the spiritual part of us that we are marching to our crucifixion and by our own will, and there is another part of us which clutches at gallant straws as Heloise does when on the same page she would have her lover belong to 'the community of noble souls' and for herself she says her passion has burnt up Heaven and earth into a glory and 'I know they are wrong ' St. Paul and St. James or whoever it was, and yet I know, I feel in my heart they are right.' And in that contradiction of faith you are speaking out of profundities for we have moments when our dual nature holds up torches to light Heaven and our sins and imagines that in some ineffable way it may be that they will be finally reconciled, and our hope is for a wisdom which will
Teach how the crucifix can be Carven from the laurel tree
WI

